
Regulatory sandbox FAQs

As a first step, you should read Regulatory Guide 257 Testing fintech products and services without holding an AFS or
credit licence (RG 257). This guide contains information about when, and how, a fintech business can test without a
licence. We expect that a business will read this guide before it contacts us to discuss its particular testing plans.

Australia’s regulatory sandbox framework is comprised of three broad options for testing a new product or service without
a licence. Those options are:

1. relying on existing statutory exemptions or flexibility in the law – such as by acting on behalf of an existing
licensee

2. relying on ASIC’s ‘fintech licensing exemption’ for the testing of certain specified products and services
3. for other services, relying on individual relief from ASIC.

More information about each of these options is available in RG 257.

The regulatory sandbox framework deals with laws under ASIC's administration. This means the 'fintech licensing
exemption' does not provide exemptions from other laws. For example, depending on your business model you will need
to check whether you need to comply with the anti-money laundering legislation administered by AUSTRAC or the tax
agent services legislation administered by the Tax Practitioners Board.

ASIC’s fintech licensing exemption applies to specified products or services. The eligibility criteria are explained in this
infographic, along with some of the main conditions that apply.

If a business is eligible to rely on the exemption, it must notify us before it begins to test. However, once the notification
process is complete, the business is legally entitled to rely on the relief for 12 months, so long as it follows the conditions
that apply.

More information on eligibility and the conditions that apply is available in Sections C and D of RG 257.

If you are eligible for the fintech licensing exemption, you must send ASIC written notice that you intend to test under the
exemption – a letter or email to innovationhub@asic.gov.au will suffice. You must also provide ASIC with certain
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2. What is the regulatory sandbox framework?
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information:

the name of the legal person seeking to rely on the exemption
information about that person (e.g. your ABN, ACN or ARBN (if applicable), your principal business address, and
if you are a foreign company, whether you have registered under the Corporations Act)
a key contact person and contact number
details of the website (if applicable)
the names and dates of birth of all directors and controllers
whether or not there are any experts assisting you (e.g. consultants) and, if so, who they are
a short description of your innovation and business model, with a focus on what is the nature of the services that
are provided to clients in relation to what kinds of financial products and the process for providing those services
a certified copy of a bankruptcy check for each director and controller in the business
a certified copy of a national criminal history for each director and controller in the business
a statement that the person intending to rely on the exemption does not hold an Australian financial services
(AFSL) or is an authorised representative of an AFSL
a statement that the person intending to rely on the exemption does not hold an Australian credit services (ACSL)
or is a representative of an ACSL
a statement that the person intending to rely on the exemption is not a related body corporate of an AFSL or
ACSL
a statement that the person intending to rely on the exemption or any of its directors or controllers have not been
the subject of any findings or judgment in relation to fraud, misrepresentation or dishonesty in any administrative,
civil or criminal proceedings in any country, or is currently party to any proceedings that may result in the person
being the subject of such findings or judgment
confirmation that you are a member of an external dispute resolution scheme
confirmation that you have adequate compensation arrangements (e.g. PI insurance).

Some of this information will be placed on our website so that there is transparency about who is testing under the fintech
licensing exemption and what services they are testing.

More information on notifying ASIC that you will rely on the fintech licensing exemption is available in Section E of RG
257.

Before you can rely on the fintech licensing exemption, you must provide ASIC with scanned copies of a certified national
criminal history for each director and controller in the business. These documents should be no more than 12 months old.

National criminal history checks can be obtained from the Australian Federal Police, state and territory police services,
and brokers accredited by the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC).

Some important tips are:

You are not obliged to disclose convictions to us that are ‘spent’ or ‘quashed’. You should ensure that the national
criminal history checks you apply for do not disclose details of spent convictions. National criminal history checks
that have been conducted for other purposes, such as for applications for a firearms licence, may include details
of spent convictions.
You will need to pay a fee to the organisation providing the national criminal history checks on your responsible
managers. These fees differ between the organisations listed above.
The time it takes to obtain national criminal history checks also differs between the organisations listed above. We
encourage you to apply early.

If you are applying for national criminal history checks from the Australian Federal Police, insert code number 25
‘Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) Consumer Credit/Financial Services Licensing Requirements’
in the ‘Code Number’ field on the application form.

5. How do I get the national criminal history that I need to provide to ASIC?
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Before you can rely on the fintech licensing exemption, you must provide ASIC with scanned copies of a certified
bankruptcy check for each director and controller in the business. These documents should be no more than 12 months
old.

You can get bankruptcy checks on your responsible managers from the Australian Financial Security Authority (AFSA).
You can conduct a point in time search through AFSA’s Bankruptcy Register Search or via an authorised provider.

AFSA maintains the National Personal Insolvency Index (NPII), which contains information on proceedings and
administrations under the Bankruptcy Act 1966. The Bankruptcy Register Search is an online service, available 24 hours
a day, seven days a week. A fee is payable to conduct a search.

Your testing period begins 14 days after you notify us that you intend to rely on the exemption. We will notify you in
writing of the date on which your testing period commences.

We reserve the right to give you written notice that you cannot rely on the fintech licensing exemption at any time. We
may do this for several reasons, including:

concerns about poor conduct while relying on the exemption
failure to meet one or more of the conditions of relief
previous misconduct.

To be eligible to rely on the fintech licensing exemption to provide financial services, the person seeking to provide the
service must not already be an authorised representative of an AFS licensee that is authorised to provide financial
services in relation to a financial product covered by the exemption: RG 257.51.

Similarly, to be eligible to rely on the fintech licensing exemption to engage in credit activities, the person seeking to
engage in the activities must not already be a credit representative of a credit licensee: RG 257. 52.

Under the fintech licensing exemption, you will need to comply with consumer protection provisions in the financial
services and credit laws: RG 257.86 -87.

You will also need to tell your clients that:

you do not hold a licence
the service you will provide is being tested under the fintech licensing exemption
some of the normal protections associated with receiving services from a licensee will not apply.

It depends. Are you a service provider? And are you are providing services to foreign retail clients, or to foreign
consumers during your Australian financial services business or credit services business? If so then yes, ASIC expects

6. How do I get the bankruptcy check that I need to provide to ASIC?

7. Once I have notified ASIC, when can I start testing?

8. If I am an authorised representative am I eligible to use the sandbox?

9. What do I need to tell consumers about my reliance on the sandbox exemption and
not being licensed?

10. Are foreign clients counted in the 100 retail cap?
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those clients or consumers to be included in the 100 retail clients or 100 consumers cap. For more help please email
innovationhub@asic.gov.au.
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